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A NEW TYPE OF SOFTWARE ORIENTED SECURE SYSTEM FOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

Hao Wu, Zhibin Zheng, Naitong Zhang
Communication Research Center, Harbin Institute of Technology, PRC

ABSTRACT

Wireless information transmission is easy to be suffered from various threats in an open
environment. In this paper, we proposed a new type of software oriented secure system
for direct wireless information transmission. We first present the special functions and
requirements, which have to be satisfied during introducing the secure system. Then, we
divide the secure system into three stages: normal operating stage, key presetting stage,
and key replanting stage. The security, reliability and the computing complexity of this
system are analyzed in this paper. Finally, we carried out this secure system by software
and proved the availability.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication systems are in an open environment, this kind of open character
allows any information to access the system. Consequently, it causes the potential
security threat, the illegal users may access the system effectively. As for one type of the
direct wireless information transmission system, the open character will even make the
system suffered from the malicious attack. An example is illustrated in Figure 1. An
illegal user copied a piece of legal transmitting massage, then he re-transmitted the
message to receiver by which could be acknowledged. Obviously, the message was not
the system expected. Even worse, this kind of attack might lead to the whole wireless
communication system be spoiled. Therefore, it should take some protection measure to
achieve the security of the sensitive information transmission. In this paper, we proposed
a new type of software oriented secure system for direct wireless information
transmission. Moreover, we also give the analysis results that are implemented by
software.



SECURE SCHEME DESIGN

Secure Scheme Model
Before we design the information transmission security scheme, we first design a kind of
dynamic cipher and signature model, as shown in Figure 2. Suppose the input packet
plain text message length is m bit.
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g(x) is the n-stage linear recursion differential equation of n-stage LFSR.
x∈GF(2n)�LFSR is triggered by clock pulse, namely when t= t 0+i*∆t, LFSR executes
recursion shift operation.

2) Function h is defined as an m bit input, n bit output is one-way free collision hash
function, h is mapped as: G(2m) → G(2 n), it satisfies
(Hi+n,Hi+n-1, ⋅⋅⋅,Hi+1)=hx(Mi+m,Mi+m-1, ⋅⋅⋅,Mi+1) (1-2)

3) Define a function
k(z1, z2,⋅⋅⋅, zm+n)=b(x1, x2,⋅⋅⋅, xm+n-1) (1-3)
which is a nonlinear combination function based on LFSR, input bits is (m+n-1) bit,
output bits is (m+n)bit, that is to say it satisfied mapping relation GF(2m+n-1) →GF(2m+n).
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Figure 1 Directly information transmitting method and the possible attack method
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Figure2 Dynamic cipher and signature model



4) The output secret text C is
C=(M1~m||H1~ n)⊕K1~m+n (1-4)
where subscript stands for bit, symbol || stands for cascade.

Secure Scheme Design and Execution
Secure scheme design is with a view to the demands of security and reliability, secure
scheme execution may be classified into three stages as follows:

1) Normal operation stage
When transmitter sends the sensitive information m, it performs as follows:
I) Grouping the information m according to the length r, taking out the EnS from the
storage En, computing C=m⊕EnS.
II) Taking out the acknowledge signature key AuS from storage Au, sending {C,AuS,tS}
to receiver, where tS is the timestamp value.

After the receiver side received information, it performs as follows:
I) Verifying whether the timestamp tS is inside the time tolerance window (tR-∆t1,tR+∆t2)
(the value of time tolerance window is due to the transmission delay and clock
cumulating error). If the timestamp is right, then executes the stage II). Otherwise, the
received information is considered invalid and the execution is halt.
II) Taking out the authentication key AuR1 from storage AuR, verifying whether the
equation AuR1=AuS is correct, if correct, it performs the stages III), otherwise taking out
the authentication key AuR2, then it will be deal with same as forenamed part. It can take
out up to AuRu, if AuS finally is not equal to AuRu, then discards the received
information and halt the execution.
II) If signature AuS is equal to authentication key AuRj, the receiver side takes out the
decipher key EnRj from EnR. Then computes m=EnR⊕C and gets the sensitive
information m. Afterwards, storage AuR and EnR perform as follows: EnRj+1→EnR1,
AuRj+1→AuR1,⋅⋅⋅, EnRu→EnRu-j, AuRu→AuRu-j, where j<u. Finally the storage EnRu-j+1,
AuRu-j+1, ⋅⋅⋅, EnRu, AuRu will be cleared out.

In the Figure 3 right side, storage AuR and EnR in receiver each includes u locations, the
value u is related to time tolerance window and clock frequency. Once the clock is
triggered, a new group of key is generated, the content of storage is updated.

2) Seed-key Preset Stage
In normal operation stage, the seed-key is the phase state of LFSR. To avoid the phase
error, which caused by clock transitory fault or other burst interferes, the receiver side
presets the seed-key and builds the key self-synchronization system. It makes the system
has some tolerated ability, prevents the error diffuse effectively. The execution is as
follows:
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Process1: The system carries out the initialization at initial time t0,
I) Setting the initial phase state of LFSR into preset register RYuZ.
II) According to the LFSR linear recursion formula g(x), shifting y times in succession,
where y is the pre-setting state number.
III) Saving the current phase state value of LFSR in middle storage Rtemp.
IV) Taking out the value from register RYuZ, and replacing the current phase with it.
V) Saving the value of RTemp into register RYuZ.

Process2: At the time of t0+j*y*∆t (j=1,2,⋅⋅⋅), the system compares the register RYuZ value
with the current phase state of LFSR. If they are equal, then the system continues the
preceding step II) to V) process 1. Otherwise, the current phase of LFSR is replaced with
register RYuZ value, then execute the step II) to V) in process 1.

To keep the secure modular operating normally, the execution time of key pre-setting
process must less than ∆t.

3) Seed-key Replacing Stage
During the secure system design, considering the uncovering probability is increasing
with the time increasing. Therefore, we improve the system security through replacing a
new seed-key periodically, the execution process is as follows:
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Figure4 The procedure of seed key pre-setting



Firstly, seed-key updating process:
I) The transmitter chooses a new seed-key KEY (including LFSR phase and trapdoor key
P), which is embodied in the special information mkey, then encrypts it and transmits to
receiver in term of the normal encryption.
II) The receiver acknowledges and deciphers the received information mkey, determines
this information as a replacing information, takes out the seed-key KEY and stores in a
special storage Ekey.

Secondly, once the seed-key is updating, process which storing the seed-key in receiver
and changing the seed-key are as follows:
I) As the transmitter side decides to change the key, it generates a special defined seed-
key to change the information mchg, then encrypts it and transmits to receiver in term of
the normal encryption.
II) The receiver acknowledges and deciphers the received information mchg, determines
this information as a seed-key changing information, then takes out the new seed-key
KEY from the storage Ekey and replacing the original seed-key with it which will be used
in encryption and acknowledgment process.

Obviously, the seed-key replacing stage is included in the normal operation stage, namely
that seed-key updating information and seed-key changing information are transmit same
as the general information, its particularity is determined by information format (this
should highly keeps secret). In order to enforce the reliability of this kind of information
transmission, it need transmit this information for several times to ensure the replacement
is successful.

SECURE SCHEME PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

1 easy to implement function smoothly introduce
Secure modular has the relative independence, it is easy to implement by software.
Additional secure modular will not impact the system intrinsic function and construction.
The information transmission system will be not impacted though exclusive-oring cipher
word with the primary information.

2 “one message one cipher” peculiarity
Cipher system is a dynamic system. Through a random digital source supplied by clock
triggering LFSR, it generates the cipher and authorization key via one-way hash function
and nonlinear combination function. By choosing the LFSR stage reasonably, it can be
ensured that the key has “one message one cipher” peculiarity in the life period of
wireless system. It implements Shannon’s perfect encryption secure system.



3 ensuring the high reliability
The implement of the high reliability is mainly depicted as following two points:
1) The implement of seed-key presetting stage pledges that cipher modular has definite
secure adaptive ability and free-fault ability, it effectively prevents the clock transitory
fault or other destroys or error-diffuse by burst interference.
2) Receiver side authorizes the redundancy of key storage, it will guarantees the secure
authorization reliability. The setting of u authorization storage may eliminate the clock
error and the effects of transmission delay. Thus it pledges the authorization reliability.

SOFTWARE SIMULATION RESULTS

Before-mentioned secure scheme is easy to implement by software. Here, we will give
the encryption modular simulation results, which are carried out by software. The
software language is C++ in a PC environment.

The simulation results in normal operation stage
In normal operation stage, there is some difference between transmitter side and receiver
side. The signature of transmitter side includes hash function and nonlinear combination
generation based on LFSR current register, where the nonlinear combination function
uses cipher process with parallel knapsack stream function, information and signature,
and also uses the binary transform of time stamp value. The authorization decipher
process of receiver side includes that verification of time stamp, parallel knapsack stream
generation, hash function value generation and verification of information decipher.

Table 1 depicts the computation time of signature and cipher in transmitter. In transmitter,
we constitute a 155-stage maximum length linear shift register, the field value q of
knapsack stream function is chosen to 104 prime number. Ignoring impulse LFSR shifting
pulse interval, Table 1 lists almost 2000 times to 10000 times signature cipher
computation average time, the once signature cipher computation average time can be
calculated which is about 845µs.

Table1 The computation time of signature and cipher in transmitter

Encrypt Times 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Required
Time(s)

1.7 3.4 5 6.7 8.4

Table 2~4 describe the receiver side authentication decipher computation time. On
account of the impact of transmission delay and clock error, the receiver side need
reserve u latest LFSR register state. We separately take out u=3,4,5 and simulate it, the
corresponding authentication success time is selected randomly, the results is show in the
following Table 2~4. The tables respectively list 2000~10000 times authentication
decipher computation average time. When u=3(forward and back ward register are each 1



bit), decipher authentication time is about 1.3ms. When u=4(forward register is 1 bit and
backward register 2 bits register), it is about 2ms. When u=5(forward register and
backward register are each 2 bit), it is about 2.5ms.

Table2 The computation time of authentication and decipher in receiver (u=3)

Encrypt Times 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Required
Time(s)

2.7 5.5 8.3 10.6 12.7

Table3 The computation time of authentication and decipher in receiver (u=4)

Encrypt Times 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Required
Time(s)

4.1 8 11.9 16.1 20

Table4 The computation time of authentication and decipher in receiver (u=5)

Encrypt Times 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Required
Time(s)

5.2 10.1 12.6 19.9 24.8

The simulation results in seed-key presetting stage
The operation of seed-key presetting stage, in fact, is the LFSR k times shift
continuously. The last gained register state of LFSR is the seed-key presetting value, the
transmitter side and receiver side is just the same in execution of seed-key presetting
stage. Table 5 lists the required time when k=50000, 100000, 150000, 200000, 250000
times shift. One shift time is about 8µs, during the practice process, k is often set 5~100.
Thus the execution time of seed-key presetting stage is between tens to hundreds µs.
Clearly, the execution of seed-key presetting stage does not impact the cipher/decipher
and signature authentication process which are in normal operation stage.

Table5 The computation time of seed-key presetting stage

Encrypt Times 50000 100000 150000 200000 250000

Required
Time(s)

440 870 1240 1700 2080

The computation of seed-key changing stage is same as normal operation stage,
correspondingly the simulation results of seed-key changing stage are similar with that in
the normal operation stage.



Simulation results of seed-key replacing stage
The computation of seed-key replacing stage is same as normal operation stage,
correspondingly the simulation results of seed-key replacing stage are similar with that in
the normal operation stage.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed one type of direct information transmission model applying in
wireless communication systems. The secure system that established in this paper has
several outstanding properties:

1 The secure system synthesizes the advantages of both the secret key system and the
public key system, it also achieves the effective tradeoff of the system security and
computing complexity.

2 The thought of dividing the secure system into three stages makes the system guarantee
the security, meanwhile, it has the adaptive ability, the fault-tolerance ability and the
fault-recovery ability.

3 It assures that the secure system has the “one message one cipher” perfect security
character.

4 It pledges the effective shift among the three stages during the actual operation by
software implementing the secure system.
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